ABSTRACT - Software defect prediction in software engineering is one of the most interesting research fields. To improve the quality and reliability of the software in less time and in minimum cost, it is the most relevant key area where various researchers have been done. When the size and complexity of software increases then faults prediction in the software became more difficult. To maintain the high level of quality of the software, there is need of a model or system which can classify the software in two prone modules as faulty and non-faulty prone. In the process of predicting faulty and non-faulty prone, the prediction of faulty prone modules incurs more cost and time than prediction of non-faulty prone modules.

In this literature survey, the process of defect prediction is analyzed. There are different techniques to predict faults and evaluate performance of the predictors. These predictors may be a model, system, techniques or algorithm. In this review it is studied that what type of progress has been done up to now and which type of software metrics have been used to design the fault predictor. It is also discuss about the cross project fault prediction which are more demanding in today’s scenario.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software defect prediction is a key process in software engineering to improve the quality and assurance of software in less time and minimum cost. It is implemented before the testing phase of the software development life cycle. Software defect prediction models provide defects or no. of defects. Software defect prediction has been motivated to a number of researchers to provide different model with a project or cross project to improve various quality and monitoring assurance of software. There are two approaches to build a software defect prediction model like supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning has the problem that to train the software defect prediction model need the historical data or some known results. The training of the model within the project is performed well but it causes challenging problem in understanding of other new projects. There are many public datasets which are available free for the researcher like PROMISE, Eclips and Apache to overcome the challenging problem when training performed on new project. The different researcher have been taken interest to build a cross project defect prediction model with a number of metrics set like class level metric, process metrics, static code metrics but they could not build more feasible accurate models. There are many classifiers or learning algorithm to select a wide variety of software metrics like Naïve Bias, Support Vector Machine, Random Tree, J48
and Logistic Regression. These classifiers have achieved many useful conclusions. Almost all the present software prediction models have been built using complex metrics by which the prediction model achieved the satisfactory accuracy. In this paper the contribution is relate to the current state of research. It also suggested the prediction model with the simplified set of metrics for feature selection. It also demonstrated that the software prediction model build with minimum set metrics can achieve the acceptable result.

This survey is related to many number of research paper published in recent 10 years in different publication like IEEE transaction, international journal, international conferences. This paper is organized as the following section. As section one is related with introduction. Section 2 is providing the information about defect prediction. Section 3 provides information about the evolution of software defect prediction models. In section 4 defect prediction metrics are described. Section 5 provides information about defect prediction models. Section 6 gives the details about the preprocessing techniques. Cross project defect prediction approach provide in section 7. The next section 8 describes about different application of defect prediction model. Section 9 provides challenges and future scope.

2. SOFTWARE DEFECT PREDICTION PROCESS

The common software defect prediction process follow the machine learning approach, [1][5][16]. The first step in predict process to find out the instances from software, an instance can be code, function, class or method etc. These instances can be generate from the different issue tracking system, version control system or e-mail archives. An instance has different metrics which is find out from the software. These instances can be categorized in buggy B or number of bugs and clean C or number of clean.

After recognizing instances with the category and metrics, the first step of machine learning preprocessing techniques used on instances to create new same type of instance. The preprocessing is applied to extract the features, scaling the data and removing the noise [18][25][10]. It is not compulsory to apply on all type of defect prediction models [5][22]. After preprocessing the instances generated new instances to train the defect prediction model. The prediction model provides the result in terms of buggy instances and clean instances. The number of bugs in an instance is known as regression. It produces only two results for the instances buggy or clean so it is also known as binary classification.

3. EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE DEFECT PREDICTION

In 1971, Akiyama [3] firstly conduct the analysis on approximating the number of defects and realize that complex source code caused more number of defects. He thought that the large software has many line of code so LOC can measure the complexity of software. So he assumed to the LOC as the metric. He has designed the first defect prediction model based on the LOC Metrics. But it is analyzed that LOC metric is too small metric to measure the complexity of any software. So to overcome this problem, Halested and McCabe in 1977 and 1976 proposed the Halsted complexity metric and cyclomatic complexity metric respectively [13][24]. It is analyzed in the period of 1970s to 1980, it was become popular for estimate the number of defects but it was not really a prediction model. It was a simple fitting model which provides the correlation between defects and metrics [15]. This fitting model failed to validate new module of software.

So to short out this limitation of defect prediction model an active researcher Shen et al. created a model based on linear regression and also test the model for new module of software [28]. But Munson et al had been stated that the regression techniques is not the precise and proposed a new defect prediction model based on classification techniques which classify the model in to two parts low risk and high risk[43] and achieved the accuracy of 92%. This model has the limitation that it had not any metrics of object oriented system and having few resources for further development.

In considering the object oriented system, Kemerer and chidamber in 1994 [21] were proposed many object oriented metric and in 1990 [4] Basili et al. proposed a new defect prediction model based on object oriented metrics. In the recent year of 2000, the various process metrics were evaluated [1][3][11].

But in year 2000, there were various limitations for defect prediction model. It was not validate the prediction after product release to assure the software quality. The defect prediction model could not capable to predict defects whenever source code modification performs. So to overcome this problem, Mockus et al. proposed model for changes [2]. This was known as just-in-time (JIT) defect prediction model. JIT model had been studied further by different researches to improve the prediction for change occurred.

The other limitation of software defect prediction model was to create a defect prediction model for new arrival project or software or software with few historical data. To overcome this problem researcher had done various studies to build cross project defect prediction model [29][10]. It raised issue of cross defect prediction...
identification. The process metric was popular to resolve it but not fully succeeds. So Zimmermann et al. studied the issue and try to make cross project defect prediction model with identifying cross prediction and try to make it more feasible[27][30].

The other limitation of software defect prediction model was that the defect prediction model would be valid when it would be used by the industry. So there were many researchers work on this problem, they studied about case study and different application used to validate it practically to resolve this problem [5][20][8].

Pinzer et al. [14]. Taba et al.[17] and Zimmerman et al [26] had studied and analyzed about modern trend of information technology by social network analysis and by network measures and they proposed new concept of prediction model personalized defect prediction model [22] and another was the universal software defect prediction model[9].

4. DEFECT PREDICTION METRICS

The number of researcher has been studied many metrics and proposed different model based on different metrics. Each researcher was proposing new metrics to create the defect prediction model. The mostly used metrics are line of code, source code and process metrics.

Source code- provides the information about the complexity of the software and stated that if source code is big then it would be complex and cause a no. of defects. The process metrics- stated the information about the development process, like interrelation or correlation, right of source code and modification in source code.

Code metrics are directly related to the source code available where process metric is related with historical information archived. Code metric is also told as product metrics which is used to measure the complexity of source code. The different metric used are size metric which measure length, volume, quantity of software product.

It is already told in previous section that most studied base on the machine learning approach or statically approach. The machine based model provides the information about the defect prone in source code known as classification or number of defects in source code known as regression.

Kim et al. proposed a model based on bug cach algorithm. It is different than machine learning approaches. The main working theme of bug cache algorithm, it stored the list of locality information for previous most bug prone source code, methods or files [19].

The researcher also studied the preprocessing techniques used before the creating the model. The preprocessing technique is the important part of defect prediction model. To improve the assurance and quality, the preprocessing techniques used for feature extraction, normalization and noise minimization [18][63].

The other most important studied perform by the researcher was cross project defect prediction which was not feasible for the new arrival software module, only few model had been achieved very less feasibility. But it was too low to accept. Various researchers further studied about the feasibility of cross project defect prediction and stated that to achieve feasibility is hard [30].

5. APPLICATION OF DEFECT PREDICTION

There are many application of software defect prediction. Its main goal is to allocate resources effectively for testing the software products. The case study based software defect prediction model very less used in the industry [5] [4]. Lewis et al. [4] conducted a case study in Google. Rehman et al. also conducted many case study but by these study developer did not get acceptable defect prediction model [4].

Defect prediction could be benefits to prioritize warning by find bug. These study conducted by Rehman et al. [8].

Another application is to prioritize or extract test case. Regression test is costly for all test suits than many prioritizations and selection for test case. Defect prediction model produce the defect prone software and its ranks.

6. THE OTHER EMERGING TOPICS

Apart from the previous section discussion there are other emerging and interesting topics in defect prediction to be study and analyzing. The first one is defect data privacy [7] and the second one is the study about comparison between static defect prediction models.

7. CHALLENGING ISSUES

Defect prediction studies need more implementation and analysis to overcome the challenging issues. It is difficult to apply these approaches practically due to following reasons.
Most of the studied is practically implemented using open data source or public data set so it may not work better for commercial or private dataset. Due to privacy issues the proprietary data are not publically available.

The MORPH algorithm introduce by the Peters et al. to increase the privacy of data which was not validate for the cross project defect prediction [7]. Analyzing these, it can be concluded that if the proprietary data is more available then proposed prediction model then it will be more accurate for cross project defect prediction. Due to different feature space and feasibility study, the cross defect prediction is not easy.

**Different feature space** - There are many open dataset or public data set available but each data set have not the similar type metric or same no. of metrics. The metrics are evaluated from different domains. So defect prediction model created based on object oriented metric is not applicable for different metric or feature space.

**Feasibility** - The feasibility of cross prediction model is not more acceptable to make more feasible. Cross project prediction model can become more powerful for the industry.

Defect prediction models which are proposed up to now were not guarantee for good prediction result or performance. As the software repository evolve more new type of development process which never used for software defect prediction models or metrics.

There is need of more study on new metric and modern evolution to make more performable and acceptable defect prediction models.
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